Building Your Own
Raised Garden Bed
Benefits of Raised Bed Gardening
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Better control of soil amendments.
Soil warms earlier in the spring.
Easier access to plants for weeding and harvest.
Increased aeration for plants.
Application of fertilizer and water goes to bed only.
Better drainage but also need to be aware of watering more often at times.

Things to Consider While Designing Your Raised Garden Bed
Construction materials – depends on budget and desired look of garden. Fitting into your home
landscape is important. Two-inch wide lumber such as white wood, cedar, and Douglas fir, or concrete
block, bricks and stones or synthetic lumber are popular choices for raised bed construction. The use of
“treated lumber is not recommended because the chemicals leach out of the wood into the soil and
are taken up by plants in small amounts,’ according to the Oregon State University Extension.
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/gardening/techniques/raised-bed-lumber-pressure-treated-safe
Garden Width – 4 feet is a convenient width for beds because it is easy to reach the center from either
side. Beds with only one side should be limited to 3 feet.
Garden Length – is limited by the dimensions of the yard. However, breaking up long distances into
shorter beds to allow for walking through and around the garden without stepping over and in the
garden can help prevent compaction of the soils and save steps.
Garden depth - 12 inches is best for most plant roots; 18 to 24 inches require stronger support.
Ground level - raising the bed 6 inches makes tending and harvesting easier on the gardener’s back.
Standing or wheelchair height - allows for persons with mobility challenges to garden.
Soils – Good quality topsoil may be used, however organic matter will be needed, such as peat moss,
compost, and decomposed manures. Sand may also be needed to help create air spaces. Be sure to
mix amendments well into the soil. Save work by using a garden soil mix that already includes
amendments.
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